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INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATION
(Why This Summary Report)
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR WHAT OUR CHURCH(ES) SHOULD NOW CARRY OUT WITH
URGENCY (PURPOSE) AND THE PENALTIES IF THEY DO NOT. This summary document

presents needed recommendations and information for us to: (1) more completely and
effectively carry out God’s will toward the maximum; (2) have much more of His best;
(3) be prepared for the soon coming endtimes (not be caught blind sided by the soon
coming calamity); (4) be better prepared for eternity to know and relate more greatly to
God; and (5) be an example church for other churches to follow. Our churches, now falling
away, need a biblical example to follow. Data was taken from the referenced documents listed at this
document’s end which provide the Scriptural development and many more details. They should be
read next. This document is meant to bring added value and is from my love of the Church that I love
and serve. It also brings a watchman warning that the endtimes are soon coming for

which we must be urgently prepared and be in greater obedience to God. We must warn
and prepare our people or they will (can) be caught blind sided when the severe calamity
and endtimes Tribulation suddenly come without warning apart from the signs that are
now all around us. Leaders should not wait to warn their people until they get

definitive information as to when the calamity will come which they will
never get. If they do, their people will be caught blind sided. We must act
now on the signs even if we are a few years in advance.
DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION: The overall situation is multi-faceted and requires

integration of many Bible teachings and principles to understand the present times,
what will happen, and what God has planned for us to train for now, the endtimes, and
especially for eternity. (God has trained me to find these by training me to be a satellite
system engineer working in an advanced system group.) My view and understanding, based
on viewing and integrating tens of doctrines, is presented. This document is divided into two
parts.
Part One is background information of what is now happening that is needed to understand and
appreciate in order to see the “urgent need” to implement the recommendations. Part Two is the main
report that presents the recommendations that our churches should now carry out with urgency, the
benefits for doing so, their implementation cost with needed ministries and, very importantly, the most
severe and even eternal penalties that result if we do not urgently carry out the recommendations.
TARGET AUDIENCE: This document is meant for all of us Christians, but especially for all church
elders, deacons, leaders, pastors, and teachers who have responsibility for others. Because of the

current times, this could be one of the most import documents you might now read.
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PART ONE
NEEDED BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW TO HELP
US GREATLY APPRECIATE THE URGENT NEED OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS
REVELATION’S ENDTIMES SEQUENCE: God has implemented a special sequence by which He
is now terminating history. It was a similar sequence that He used when O.T. Israel. Cyclic history is
now over. God is using the United States as a most favored nation, as He used Israel, as a means
to terminate history. God greatly blesses the nation in her obedience. He brings warning signs when
His people (now the Church) are falling away. This falling away allows (and causes) the rest
of the nation to fall away and work toward world government. (We are there now.) Then as
the Church and country continue to fall away, He brings a sudden calamity without warning, apart from
the signs and the watchman’s warning, that places the favored nation under world government. This
will be “divine discipline” in the endtimes Tribulation. Then, after the disciplinary Tribulation, He
delivers His Church to Christ at His Second Coming via the Rapture and destroys the rest of the
people. (The word Rapture is not found in the Bible. It is a term accepted by prophecy people
to mean the time when the Church (believers) will be caught in the clouds to meet Christ in the
air to be with Him at His Second Coming.) The Rapture can only come after the endtimes
Tribulation at Christ’s Second Coming at the marriage supper of the Lamb and after all people who
are to live, have lived, and have made formal and binding decisions in life or by death to accept or
deny the Gospel. No one is born or saved after the Rapture. More explanation follows. (This

sequence is not widely known because it is taught indirectly in Scripture by comparing
aspects in Revelation by what happened to O.T. Israel. Its detailed development is found
in Chapter Five of my book: Watchman Warning. This chapter by itself is on our web
site. In it summarized in detail in my document: The Pattern View of Prophecy, The Many
Doctrines of Prophecy Show Clearly the Rapture Will Come Post-tribulational and the 1000
Years During Christ’s Second Coming.)
SATANIC STRATEGY: God uses a spiritual warfare between Christ and Satan to provide the
development and testing environment to help mature His people and to terminate history. In this
warfare, Christ works to have the elect believe and accomplish God’s work. Satan works to prevent
one or more of the elect from believing the Gospel and from accomplishing one or more of God’s
work. He must do this to win the warfare over Christ and to avoid going to the Lake of Fire. (But only
a righteous Christ can win.) Thus, Satan works to transform the churches to become the immature
church. He works to bring same sex marriages and abortion so the elect might not be born. He works
to have the churches dumb down their training from depth-breadth to pablum, not maturing their
people, so many will not be in ministry and have the sin that gives him more power to operate. He
encourages the churches to use rock music so people will not have the sensitivity to adequately
respond to the Holy Spirit and will give him (Satan) worship. Have the churches believe wrongly and
be deceived that the present times will continue indefinitely and not warn their people of the sooncoming calamity and Tribulation, so they will be caught blind sided and unprepared. Have Church
people not know endtimes prophecy or know the signs that signal the endtimes are soon coming. Do
not evangelize the children in the community with the Gospel (Christ died for sin, was buried, and rose
bodily from the grave on the third day). Train the children and youth for world government, early sex,
and world religion without the Gospel to develop his world. Have people believe wrongly, being
deceived, in a Pre-Tribulation Rapture so they will go to sleep and not look for and prepare for the
soon-coming endtimes. Entrap people in wrong religious systems without the Gospel. Have people
be involved in immorality to take them out of Christian service. Have churches teach Bible content and
doctrines without training their people to walk with God, be in ministry, and become mature in Christ.
Have churches train their people to become Christ-like (procedure) without also training them to
become maximumly mature in Christ (outcome) - limit their Christian growth. There is more.
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CURRENT WORLD TRENDS: The signs in the world today, especially in the United States, are
similar to those that were in O.T. Testament Israel just before Babylon invaded placing Israel under
world government. Thus, the current signs signal the endtimes Tribulation, bringing world government,
can be soon coming. These signs (derived in chapter one of Watchman Warning), occurring
simultaneously, include financial crisis, extreme weather, major earthquakes etc, a falling away of
God’s people, a famine of God’s Word (churches teach only small portions of God’s Word), great
increase in immorality, working for world government, churches now no longer endure sound doctrine
to do much of God’s will and prepare their people for the coming endtimes, and attempting to honor
same sex marriages and abortion. There are more signs. (We have been under precursor forms of
world government for some time.) The signs are stronger now than they have ever been.
ONLY GOD KNOWS THE TIMING. We should “ungently” ready ourselves, particularly our

children, whether the endtimes come in a few months or in a few years and regardless
whether we have a different prophecy view. The United States government is now working to
bring world government with socialism. There will come, except for observing the signs and the
watchman’s warning, an unexpected most severe calamity (including by military) that will place us in
the endtimes Tribulation. (The coming world government will act to control and direct all

things. This allows Satan to act as a god.)The coming of the Tribulation is systematic
of the cause which is the falling away of our churches in the United States. The only
thing that can change things is to work (with the cause) to have our churches have
massive revival - reverse the falling away. This will not happen because our churches
overall no longer endure sound doctrine. (There can be exceptions in varying degrees.)
So world government will come as the Bible teaches.
CURRENT CHURCH TRENDS OF FALLING AWAY: Large numbers of our churches are dumbing
down their Bible teaching (using limited Bible teaching), doing some, but little evangelization of the
children in the community, and using rock music in the Sunday School and in the church worship
services to draw the youth. (Many churches now have but very few water baptisms of new converts
from the community per year indicating that much more evangelism in the community is greatly
needed.) (In this next section on music, I realize church people have great differences as

to whether some music is of God - this brings sinful disunity. But it must be prayed
about. Leaders wear casual clothes and use drum bands in the church services (In my view, this is
greatly disrespectful to God). Research shows that loud dominate rock beat music was used in
Voodooism to call up evil spirts and demons. Its use (in our view) is sin and can bring worship to
Satan. Loud beat music calls up evil spirits and demons. Classical, soft, and good music drives them
away. Churches have self deception that rock music is of God - it is Satanic strategy and
profane in my view. (We are to worship God from our hearts in spirit and in truth such as by
singing: To God be the Glory. The Bible teaches when we are filled with the Holy Spirit, we will sing
a hymn in melody from our hearts unto the Lord. At the end of the last supper with Christ, they sang
a hymn. Hymns come from our spirits, hearts, and souls. Rock music comes from our bodies.)

(Church leaders should do their own personal investigation and research of the
source and use of rock music and its effects on people. If they will do this, they
will never use it again in the church worship services and in the Sunday
Schools.) Not working to mature their own people (not taking care of their own) is being
worse than being an infidel - major sin. I realize that using rock music is a catch 22. If
we use it, more youth and young people will attend church - bringing questionable
worship to God. If we do not use it, much fewer young people will actually come, and
we get much less church financial inputs needed to support our churches. Many youth
today, no longer attend church after beginning college. Many churches are now wrongly
following and implementing this model - not seeking God’s best. They are working at the lowest
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common denominator of Christian commitment. (To some degree, this has been happening for some
time. But now it is planned and is much worse.) This means the gung ho and the very faithful are not
being adequately trained. This is happening unless people are working on their own to know the Bible,
do training, and to have a greater walk with God. This is what I have been doing.
WHEN THE CALAMITY COMES WITH WORLD GOVERNMENT: There will be wide spread power
black outs, some cities blown up and plagued, a crash of the stock market, the infrastructure will break
down without things and food getting to the market place. There will be chaos everywhere. In time,
all churches will be closed and the government will make war against the Church. All children will be
educated by the state for world religion and world government. Most Christians will be martyred.
FROM A PROPHECY PERSPECTIVE: The book of Revelation teaches that the endtimes are

all nations in characteristic, not only or mainly Jewish, that prevents a pre-tribulation
rapture of the all-nation’s church. Daniel’s seventieth all Jewish week is history and does not
represent the all-nations endtimes Tribulation (See Revelation 7:9-15). The endtimes Tribulation is
not defined by Daniel’s seventieth week. The Tribulation will last about 20 years, not 7. Christ is now
married to the Church and thus, is no longer married to Israel. Israel as a nation, under God, will not
return as a nation after Pentecost. Satan has brought the current Israel into the land to help
bring the calamity and world government. God only does so in repentance. The current Israel
has no interest in their Messiah. As introduced, the Tribulation can only begin after the Church in the
most favored nation of the United States has sufficiently fallen away. The Church will go through the
Tribulation. The Rapture can only occur after all the people who are to live, have lived, and have made
formal decisions to accept or deny the Gospel. This happens by the end of the Tribulation. Thus, no
one is born or saved after the Rapture. The Rapture is definitely post-tribulational. (See our detailed
report: The Pattern View of Prophecy in the references for details)

PART TWO: THE MAIN REPORT:

(THIS SECTION IS ADDRESSED TO CHURCH LEADERSHIP.)
RECOMMENDED URGENT CHURCH ACTIONS TO BECOME EXAMPLE
CHURCHES FOR OTHERS TO FOLLOW, BE A CHURCH AFTER GOD’S OWN
HEART TO CARRY OUT ALL HIS WILL, GAIN MUCH MORE OF GOD’S BEST,
BE PREPARED FOR THE ENDTIMES, AND HAVE MAXIMUM MATURITY TO
KNOW AND RELATE TO GOD IN ETERNITY IN HIS DEPTH - BREADTH
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS (OUTCOME OBJECTIVE): Work to become “maximumly mature”

in Christ-likeness to be spiritually capable to interface with our infinite God maximumly
and know Him in His depth-breadth in eternity. Apart from relating to God there is
nothing. Work to become an example Church under God to other churches. This is so
other churches will have a model to follow and will do so having a revival in pockets. Work to gain
God’s best in Church, family, and personal life for now and for eternity. We are to become maximumly
mature in Christ-likeness in our lifetime so that we can know and relate maximumly to God living in
close fellowship with Him living by His righteousness and holiness both now and especially in eternity.
Being maximumly mature, all our thoughts and actions will come from Him as a source. We will live
by faith in God to fulfill His promises (we must memorize them) and by love, keeping God’s
commandments (we must know them) and by sacrificially serving others and carrying out ministry.
Then we will live as the Lord Jesus does. Then when people see us, they will see God and Christ,
because we, from ourselves, are doing nothing. Apart from this type life from an eternal perspective,
there is nothing. But because the endtimes are soon coming, we must do this training

“with very high urgency in a short time period.” Our training time in freedom will be
unexpectedly soon taken away - truncated. (What if all of this is true?)
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We are to be eternity oriented so we will pursue becoming maximumly mature in Christ - likeness. This
is so we can know and relate to God toward His maximum throughout eternity. To gain this maximum
maturity is one of the main reasons we are here. Again, apart from walking with God toward

His maximum, living by His righteousness and holiness at His direction, there is
nothing. What else can there be?
RESULTING NEEDED BENEFITS IN OUR CHURCHES BEFORE GOD: Be (become) a Church after
God’s own heart by doing ALL His will (and work) and gaining maximum maturity in Christ. Then, we
can know and relate to God toward His maximum in eternity. The Bible implies that the spiritual
maturity we have at death, we will have forever. We are commanded to pursue maturity now. The
testing and development environment of the world, flesh, and the devil used now will not be in heaven.
We will not sin in heaven - we will not make mistakes. God has every perfect attribute that exists. He
must work all things together for our good and all His plans both now and in eternity. There is no other
life. So not to maximumly pursue maturity is most likely a most-most-most terrible
eternal mistake. Be prepared for now, the soon-coming endtimes, and entering eternity. Know the
signs that signal the Tribulation is coming so we will urgently pursue maturity, prepare our families,
and be prepared for its coming.
COST (PROCEDURE TO GAIN OBJECTIVES): Train to become maximumly mature in Christlikeness (outcome oriented) using a Version of “God’s Whole Counsel” - a complete
curriculum (not just training with small portions of God’s Word) (not just disciple to become
Christ-like) (Procedure oriented) - we need to do both. Greatly, evangelize and disciple the children
in the community including working with Child Evangelization Fellowship (CEF) to establish tens and
tens of after-school Bible clubs and summer 5-Day clubs. (A country goes the way children are taught
when they are young.) We are also to evangelize and disciple adults from the community. Use God’s
music of the hymns and like music and AVOID using loud repetitive syncopated loud rock beat type
music. Some contemporary music may be okay if it is not loud rock drum beat dominate. (In

practice, we should inform our people of the dangers of using rock type music and offer
another set of music to those who sit under rock music. We can keep the rock music for
those who will not change so they can hear some of God’s Word and have some
Christian life. But we must understand that using rock music is sin and disobedience
to God and brings honor to Satan.)
Churches should search the entire Bible for everything (ALL) God wants us to BECOME (Outcome)
and ALL the ways He plans for us to DO (Procedure) for getting there. We should do these and
nothing else. We need to record our search for all to see and read and allow our church people to
read them. We can update as we learn more. Thus, we need to be both outcome and procedure
oriented. We need to have a description of what we are to become under God and the steps to
implement to get there. Minimum steps for gaining maturity include (doing ALL His will and work): (1)
glorifying, worshiping, obeying, and honoring God so He will work all things together for our good; (2)
living godly lives as Christ does, living in Head-Subordinate Relationships, including by faith and
sacrificial love (there is much more detail in these topics); (3) being involved in ministry: evangelism,
discipleship to maturity, building godly families, planting new churches, and helping the needy; (4)
knowing and standing strong on the basic Christian faith doctrines (know also endtimes prophecy and
what we will experience as the endtimes come); and (5) have a personal devotional life with God with
much prayer and Bible reading. (I have taught these over the years in the Sunday School, in home
groups, and in seminars.) (See our report: Keys to Becoming Mature in Christ-likeness In Godly
Relationship Living for many more details and Scriptures for these steps, what a mature person should
be like, and for Scripture development.)
To gain a college degree, we must pass a certain number of courses. To become maximumly mature
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in Christ, we must live out the needed topics experientially. So what are they? We can only gain
maximum maturity when we know and live them out under God’s leading. We must assemble them
and train our church people with them. (A minimum set of the topics was presented above. But, there
are many more, and all in much more detail.) We can use a discipleship training center concept at the
Church apart from our church worship services to train those who will take the training. We must

understand that our “main goal” is to train our own people to walk with God with high
maturity, not to reach new people, or to teach mainly Bible content and doctrine, even
though all these must be done. (If we do not take care of our own, we are worse than
infidels.) Our training must include what to do, how to do things, examples

for how we do things, give testimony for how we did things, and place
people in on-the-job training in the church, in ministry, and in families.
(PEOPLE BECOME MATURE WHEN THEY LIVE OUT THE TRAINING, NOT JUST KNOW THE
DOCTRINES AND PRINCIPLES.) Just or mainly training with what to do, does not get the

job done, particularly if it is only a small part of God’s Whole Counsel.
PENALTIES IF THE ABOVE RECOMMENDATIONS ARE NOT CARRIED OUT: Not doing the above,
our churches will be (are being) transformed to becoming immature with a loss of biblical intellect and
with a low plateau of biblical knowledge. The youth are growing up with but limited knowledge of the
Bible and knowing but little of Bible prophecy. Thus, the Bible, in practice, is now being

taken away. This falling away of our churches in the favored nation is causing the
endtimes to come. When the sudden calamity comes, our church people will be caught unprepared
and blind sided. They will not know what is happening when the Tribulation comes. But most tragic,
they will not have the maturity to relate to God toward His maximum throughout eternity.
And leaders, not warning their people of the soon coming endtimes, will be guilty of their people’s
blood. More maturity can be gained in the endtimes Tribulation if believers will stand strong in Christ
without falling away in the coming persecution. They must be taught now to live by strong faith, to put
in some supplies, to know the signs of the coming calamity, and to be not caught blind sided by the
soon coming calamity.

“MUST READ” REFERENCES
(From which data was taken for this report.)
The following reports (Including my book: Watchman Warning and its chapters) are free on our website:
biblicalworldviewministries.com:
(1) Know the big Picture - read this document first: God’s Plan over History for Man to Become Mature in Christ
Needed to Eternally Know and Relate to Our Perfect God in His Greatness.
(2) Know Biblical History: Biblical History’s Events Are Designed to Lead Us to Maturity in Christ and Show How
the Endtimes Will Unfold.
(3) Know key aspects needed to become mature in Christ: Keys to Becoming Mature in Christ-likeness In Godly
Relationship Living.
(4) Know how the endtimes will unfold: The Pattern View of Prophecy, The Many Doctrines of Prophecy Show
Clearly the Rapture Will Come Post-tribulational and the 1000 Years During Christ’s Second Coming. (This is my
view of endtimes prophecy.)
(5) Know the strategies in the spiritual warfare: Aspects and Strategies in the Spiritual Warfare Between Christ
and Satan Used to Gain Spiritual Maturity in Christ-likeness and to Terminate History.
(6) Learn the Details and the Development of the Endtimes (Pattern) Sequence: Chapter Five of Watchman
Warning. (It is on the web site.) (This sequence is greatly summarized in (4) The Pattern View of Prophecy.)
7) See my prophecy ppt charts at the top of the home page and my training ppt charts under Training. You can use
these to train others.
(
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